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PSYCHOSOMATIC CHARACTERISTICS
(Psycho-biology and temperament)

His psycho-physical level is quite balanced, despite having a greater predisposition for
mental activities more than physical activities. one can appreciate the effort and will of
an athlete who appropriately combines intellectual work with physical exercise.

He has an important emotional component, but due to his initial introversion he seeks a
way to hide sentimentality, although this sentimentality exists and is especially acute in
the presence of cases of abuse of the most vulnerable - children, families without
resources, harassed or abused women and in narcissistic exercise of aggressiveness
of those in power undeservedly. He can give an appearance of being colder than he
really is, but there is no doubt of his human sensitivity.

Certainly, he tries to constantly control his emotions and subject them to his will, he
wishes to be objective, and does not want to be swayed by sentiment, although he is
not always able to achieve this. He would always like to rationalize his actions, without
excluding his diplomatic capacity or cordial externalization and timely sympathy. By his
maturation process, he wishes to assure one that he currently sees clearly the mission

of representing the image of the country and that of coordinator for the harmonization
of the highest goals of the country.

Thus, he manages to balance sentiment and

reason.

He has some resistance to continued activity, on the other hand he does not have any
trouble gaining confidence and developing in the environment and to the functions to
which he has committed himself.

Due to his good predisposition, he is responsible in his actions. He wants to act with
prudence and at first will try to examine and assess thoroughly all the pros and cons.
His self-criticism and reflection can sometimes make him hesitate or doubt a little
before making the decision which he considers most appropriate.

He is scrupulous and concerned about work. He wants to comply and achieve a real
efficiency.

He tends to investigate and seek clarity, he is deliberate, but at the same time, capable
of accelerating the momentum when necessary.

Ultimately he likes to organize and ensure that responsibilities are entrusted to him.
Intimately he likes having his work noticed because it helps him achieve a greater
degree of personal certainty. One must take into account that part of an introverted
predominance, which sometimes can be interpreted erroneously as "distant" and for
others perhaps "lack of character", which is not the case here; is simply a self-defense
mechanism or an analysis of the interlocutor (he does not take part in learning more
about the other party in a process of data synthesis-analysis). He has been gradually
reducing this and has already come a long way in this regard.

MORAL - VOLITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(Character)

He reflects a good level of willpower. He is a receptive active person who directs the
actions. He knows how to adapt to circumstances. There is a slight struggle between
the desire to please and withdrawal or sometimes mistrust which originates from the
natural tendency of the introvert who constantly struggles to impart a change
moreover he unavoidably needs this due to his circumstances.
therefore adapts.

-

He accepts this and

On the other hand, he totally overcomes this when he already

knows the interlocutor a little bit, keeping in mind a certain critical sense motivated by
the initial distrust which has already been mentioned.

Formality and a certain image of distinction attract him. He gives the impression that he
still needs to preserve his Independence, and at times, contact criterion. His feeling is
sufficiently sensitive to his social and professional duties. He is a person who respects
others, without losing his dignity and with a tendency to clarity. He is an enemy of
confusing complications and in any case, besides the already mentioned critical sense,
he has a strong tendency for psychological analysis.

He has the capacity to achieve and a prominent sense of ethics. He is a person who
can distinguish between his and that of others, he is discerning among that which
corresponds, including his rights and those of others. His sense of justice is highly
balanced and he is sincerely concerned about its effectiveness and the need for it and
its effective social implementation.

He wants to be honest, even taking into account some suppression of self-monitoring
by formalism and the need to give the impression of perfectionism, in order to appear
to have greater security in his personality.

But in general, he tends to spontaneity in

his expressions of basic convictions or guideline fundamentals.

He has the possibility to persuade or change the mood to understanding. As said, he
is sociable but due to his nature of initial introversion he would be more comfortable in
an office or a laboratory or even in an activity where he would be with the same trusted
people every day, more that in a job where he is required to see new faces every day.
Thanks to his willpower, empathy and predisposition to his social mission, he adapts
without any problems and puts his intuition to work in his social contacts.

In general and due to his ethics assimilation, he values the others without any
prejudices, he does not discriminate and he demonstrates an open mind. Up to a
certain extent he is progressive and clearly innovative, which sometimes makes him
look somewhat critical and even rebellious, including against his own organization if it
does not meet the minimum quality in terms of enforceable responsibilities.

Thus we could say that he has discovered in himself the ability to tune his own needs
into those of others without losing his own individuality and self-control.

This is also

supported not only by his remarkable intuition but by his successful empathy; he
manages to be able to be understood by others in a natural way. On the other hand,

he is a definite enemy of the artifices and dishonest manipulations; he has a
commendable sense of honesty and service to the society.

Perhaps it is his goal of

participating in an extraordinary mission which potentiates his capacity to neutralize his
initial limitations and has helped him achieve the integration of personality on the road
to “Integrated Adult” as we say in terms of Transactional Analysis.

MENTAL AND INTELLECTUAL CHARACTERISTICS

His intellectual level is high; he has clarity in ideas and good judgment. Conscious
activity, well developed discriminating function, objective and easily able to immediately
grasp the essence of a matter, simplifies and gets to the point, manages to extract
immediate concepts and develop a synthesis. Ability to sort his own ideas, logical and
positive reasoning without rejecting its combination with the analytical capacity and
also remarkable unconscious intuition.

He achieves then a notable function of

synthesis-analysis, and although his emotionality is also linked to the artistic world in a
combination of rational pursuit of aesthetics with the manifestation of beauty by
expression of the spirit, that bring him closer also to critical skills in art, his sense of
reality is central to his mental development. It is not surprising that his thinking tends to
innovation; he is attracted by wit and advancements that can help society. He has a
positive and progressive vision, both socially and intellectually and at the same time
also technically.

He observes the external reality prior to committing to a decision or a judgment. This
favors his spirit of analysis, his intellectual curiosity, his critical ability and his focusing
of attention on details.

He has capacity for attention, he understands the environment quite well although
sometimes he is a little limited by focusing more on one section or restricted part than
by an immediate global-cognitive vision.

Remember that he is more intuitive and has

more of a specialization and profoundness rather than general interests. But at the
same time he is sufficiently perceptive and receptive. Despite his initial distrust and
being “on guard”, he demonstrates an empathetic capacity and knows how to join the
useful with the pleasant. His capacity to contemporize (adaptation, comprehension and
compromise) is the result of a good psychological attraction.

He is affable and empathetic and at the same time tends to be simple (in spite of his
interiorized pride and the necessity for a formal appearance). In general, due to his

intelligence and socialness he has faculties for observation and perception and the
ability to easily adapt to tasks and people.

He tends to specialization and to delve into the issues, but without losing the global and
situational realism. His quest for originality is also appreciable, the need for formalism
has another positive facet which is that of the creative image, in this sense, good ideas
can also arise.

SYNTHESIS OF THE BASIC PERSONALITY TRAITS

He is an active person who distributes his psychophysical energy very well. He likes
activity and the challenge of reaching goals, with a balanced and realistic sense of
ambition. He does not lose mature control of the practical vision and objective reality.

His ability for self-control and reflection compensate for his temperament. His initial
tendency to nervous introvert that emphasizes intuition, but on the negative side could
cause some anxiety or insecurity, is neutralized by the major burden of bilous
temperament that helps to engage him firmly in the comptetive field, with a certain
balance from the hot-blooded part which facilitates his socialness.

Likewise we

observe in TA (Transactional Analysis) terms how the “Child” part with predominance

of “Adapted Child” or “Sentimental” character has taken the directives of the “Adult”
and has been converted into the real conductor of his personality, hence the evolution
towards Integrated Adult, and thus the ability for his personality to be constructive and
beneficial in social work.

From the moral - volitional viewpoint (willpower) and intellectual-mental, a high level of
“willpower” is emphasized in his personality. On one hand his assessment of the facts
and opinions is based on observations and verifications, or on sensible appraisals; on
the other hand, his regulated imagination limits the facts to their fair proportions, but
without losing his creative power (expressive and suggestive forces). In the end his
thinking is influenced by reason, by the essence, not by subjectivity or by prejudice. He
also has a speculative capacity (reason, theory, synthesis, sagacity and criticism),
which empowers his technical abilities and his practical or specific intelligence in
addition to that of the abstract.

In general, he is a good observer, especially in social situations and ones of innovation.
That is why his intelligence, with some subtlety, feels the need to discover and at the
same time to intervene in the things or in the facts in order to capture the social-human
sense of what every thing and every behavior really means, the value of a sign or
symbol from a deep analysis.

His tendency to organize and adopt a hierarchy of values is important. His ethical
standards, integrity, sense of responsibility and at the same time his objective
intelligence make him fully aware of the value of each thing or matter and the
importance that he must dedicate to each moment or sequence despite the multiple
activities that he must carry out. This intellectual function, supported by his willpower,
helps him know the priorities and better adapt to circumstances while carrying out his
goals.

Ratifying the evidence of his development towards the “Integrated Adult” of TA, we can
conclude that thanks to his capacity to sacrifice himself and delay gratification, and at
the same time his capacity for understanding and putting himself in the place of others,
he enjoys a good level of emotional intelligence.

* * *
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